
Next:
Some clever tricks for verifying adrenal activity

More "fecal cort" case studies:
Whales– determining cause of death
A CROSS-REACTIVITY case study

HPLC

Time series samples: 
- Baleen examples from right whales
- Steve Trumble's earplug analyses

How do we know we're really assessing 
adrenal activity?

- ACTH challenges
- Radiolabel infusions
- Assaying "more than just cort":

Rupert Palme's review of fecal cort analysis



Other methods that can help verify
that you are measuring the correct hormone:

"Challenge" experiment ("ACTH Challenge")
Inject ACTH
There should be a surge of cortisol metabolites in 1-2 days
Does your assay detect a big increase at the appropriate time?
(need to know intestinal transit time – "gut passage time")

Radiolabel infusion - inject 3H or 14C cortisol
Collect the radioactive feces for several days
Separate metabolites via HPLC
Test each fraction (each metabolite) for radioactivity
See if your assay binds to the same fractions 

that are radioactive

Simplest: Go directly to physiological validations
Does your assay identify the animals you want to identify?

Mass spectrometry – definitive identification of metabolites

Hormone Ratios – Add a 2nd hormone that tends to be inversely correlated 



Example of radiolabel infusion:

(Notice the
individual
variation)

Now we 
know gut
passage time

Corticosterone assay
is superior at
detecting a post-ACTH
peak at the correct time

Corticosterone assay
is superior again



Example of ACTH challenge:

Does the assay show a rise in hormone
after the expected 1-2 days?

Yes
(for the
B assay!)



We sometimes see a double peak in excretion

Much faster
gut transit time
in birds

(and these
are large birds)

Double peak: 
Hormone can be 
excreted, reabsorbed 
from the gut, and 
excreted again
Enterohepatic
recirculation



2000 paper on twelve different mammals & birds



We tested 3 cortisol and 1 corticosterone assay
(4 different glucocorticoid antibodies)

The corticosterone assay was better
than all 3 cortisol assays at detecting metabolites of cortisol
Take-home message: The name of the assay doesn't matter



More ACTH
challenges

with the
corticosterone

assay



ACTH challenges can also clarify
"gut transit time"



Hormone Ratios
& Complementary Hormones

Study a second hormone that has a known 
negative or positive correlation with the 
primary hormone of interest

Androgen/Estrogen ratio 
- sex identification

Glucocorticoid/DHEA ratio for stress
- DHEA – an adrenal androgen

tends to decline during stress
Glucocorticoids + Aldosterone for stress

- both hormones should elevate synchronously 

Cortisol + Corticosterone for stress (both GC's)
- both hormones should elevate synchronously 



Cortisol/DHEA Ratio

Primarily used in human psychology literature
- some lab & farm animal studies: rats, cattle, pigs
- not yet used much with wildlife

(Opportunity to do something novel with wildlife) 



Cortisol/DHEA ratio in pinnipeds
(plasma study)

Harbor seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Gray seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Gundlach et al. 2018



Cortisol/DHEA ratio in pinnipeds
(plasma study)

Harbor seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Gray seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Gundlach et al. 2018

No significant difference
between healthy-wild
and healthy-diseased



Cortisol/DHEA ratio in pinnipeds
(plasma study)

Harbor seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Gray seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Gundlach et al. 2018

Opposite trend
Still no significant difference



Cortisol/DHEA ratio in pinnipeds
(plasma study)

Harbor seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Gray seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Gundlach et al. 2018

Significant differences



In the news this week:
rats driving tiny cars

Rats voluntarily
enter the cars

Froot Loop
reward

This study tracked fecal DHEA/Cort ratio
before, during & upon completion of training

"Rodent-
Operated
Vehicle"
(ROV)



DHEA/Cort elevates with
less stress



Rupert Palme's review

"Keep it simple"

"Whatever you do, be 
consistent"

Dr. Palme
Univ. Vet. Med.

Vienna
Developer of the famous

11-oxoetiocholanolone antibodies
(2 versions, conjugated in different locations)



Rupert Palme's review

"assay validations"



The fundamental problem
with fecal hormones:



Do not compare absolute values across labs

Analysis should focus on PATTERNS 
(highs/lows)



Be careful with terminology

Always be aware that the thing you are measuring
may not be the hormone you think it is



Palme's survey of the fecal cort literature
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